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Strategies for scientific writing
Discussion on the objectives to be achieved before the PhD defense



What is research all about?
The objectives of a PhD student are multi-fold

I acquire wide knowledge on the studied discipline
→ PhD students eventually become professors!

I develop original knowledge in specific area
→ PhD students must claim themselves world leaders in their area

I build original research on their own
→ after the PhD, post-docs/professors have PhD students of their own

I acquire conference organization/project leading skills
→ PhD students need to survive after their PhD!

I sharing their work through stainless articles
→ researchers are usually known from papers only!

Qualities to be acquired
I excellence in target area
I remaining up to date with research
I autonomy with respect to investigation topics
I overtaking the PhD advisor in the specific area
I advertising its own work
I generating new ideas
I keep close contact with industrial needs
I great written and oral communication skills
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The bad examples

Some countries/universities pressure researchers to success

I quantity favored over quality:
I lots of non new results being published
I original papers in conferences are very scarce
⇒ You end up only going for “All Star” sessions

I papers become a “+1” reference in the CV

I extreme cases of poor research:
I extension of existing work to useless/unrealistic/wrong system models
I production of existing results from voluntary avoidance of literature review
I production of clearly wrong results (at least 1/3 of submitted conference papers are

wrong)
I increased plagiarism!
⇒ You must prevent your career from this dangerous “solution”

France is a unique place to produce great researchers provided one abides by the
rules!
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The rules in France

Doing a PhD in France has some important positive aspects

I in some areas (engineering mostly), technical means are great (salary, money for
conferences, etc.)

I lots of room for theoretical work, even in engineering
I France has inherently skilled researchers at the frontier between math and applied

disciplines
⇒ Major leverage for creating original research in crowded disciplines!

Nonetheless, the French system leads to the following “negative” aspects
I successful PhD students should publish a lot of papers: quantity must be

appropriately balanced with quality
I a PhD thesis is very short: do not waste your time!

I Typical PhD work-time: from 8am to 6pm + book reading at night + work during
weekends

I Reserve 6 months for PhD dissertation. Many advantages:
I you need to find a consistent outline for the dissertation (often work broken down in pieces)
I you will have many “holes” in your work: you need time to fill them up
I PhD dissertation is a unique chance to say all what you want without stereotyped review

I the PhD student is “officially” only half-responsible of his success/failure
I Students may forget they must work hard (a minimum work gives you your diploma)
I Competition for job starts AFTER the PhD
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Explore and find your way!

Initial PhD subjects are rarely final ones.

The typical life of a PhD student:
I First year:

I Get used to your subject area by extensive readings (read generic books every night,
e.g. probability theory/communication theory/game theory, etc.)

I Get a grasp on who’s working in your area, who is active, what has been done, what’s
left to discover, what are the trends
−→ Learn to use Google Scholar, register on arXiv!

I Understand what is the expected researcher level and ramp up to it (easier said than
done!)

I Learn to write articles, make good presentations, sell your work
⇒ This is what you’re here for!

I Become autonomous in the work requested by your advisor

⇒ Ideally, after one year, you have produced a first conference article, prepare a
journal paper, and know mostly what you’re talking about.
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Explore and find your way!

I Second year:

I Browse around your initial topic and find what you want to do!
⇒ Starting second year, work is even harder, so make sure you enjoy it!

I Take first distances with your PhD advisor. He/She now helps you with his/her
knowledge of the area and mainly gives guidelines.

I Become autonomous in your area of expertise

⇒ Ideally, after two years, you have found your own area of expertise and master
a specific topic.
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Strategies for scientific writing
Efficiently using conferences and journals



Convincing, taking position, and networking

The objectives of conferences/journal papers:

I Presenting your results:
I show what you’ve done, what advances to science you’ve made
I confront yourself to critical review (via peer reviews or Q&A sessions)

I Placing yourself in the community:
I meet people working in the same area (this brings hopefully positive competition)
I find a place where your skills are made unique

I Networking/discovering other areas:
I take the time to political aspects of conferences
I talk to whoever you heard of, you know from papers
I take the opportunity to see/read new things.

Equally valid within the lab: go to seminars of both senior and junior scientists! Be
curious!
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Good and bad talks/papers

A good paper can boost your career, a bad paper can kill it!

I Do not force papers into being published!
I If peer reviews are uniformly bad, start again from scratch!
I Erroneous papers are NOT to be published
I Do not publish before being 100% sure.
⇒ Even then, you often miss important aspects!

I Do not work for a deadline! (there are plenty of conferences!)
⇒ Best works emerge from free thinking, not under pressure.

I Get your papers/articles reviewed by colleagues, several times so:
I Reviews from colleagues in your area is fundamental
I Reviews from colleagues outside your area gives you confidence on accessibility.

I Papers must be bullet-proof when published.

I Never publish anything based on conjectures or proposing conjectures! Especially
so if the conjecture is likely not to hold.
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Strategies for scientific writing
General instructions for paper writing



Simplicity, clarity and reproducibility

“State your facts as simply as possible, even boldly; no one wants flowers of eloquence or literary
ornaments in a research article.”

– R. B. McKerrow

The keys for a good scientific article:
I In the content:

I Novelty: the work must be new, clearly demonstrated as such beyond any doubt
I Contribution: it must be useful: solves a yet open problem, proposes new techniques,

stacks a new brick on the wall
I Reproducibility: the article is self-contained and can be reproduced (all data must be

given, proofs must be detailed exhaustively or referred to via an external source, codes
are hyperlinked)
⇒ no one will cite a paper they do not trust or cannot confirm

I In the form:
I Simplicity: keep all sentences “subject + verb + complement”. Be extremely factual.

Leave no room to interpretation.
I Clarity: no self-contradiction in the article, no vague statement, and no lies!
I Exactness: banish approximative statements, approximative calculus unless well

defended, justify models, etc.
I Readability and usability: the paper usually targets a specialized but as large as

possible audience
⇒ You want the work to be cited!
⇒ Don’t make the paper more complicated than it is to impress the reader!
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Classical rejection arguments

Articles are often rejected for the following reasons.
I Erroneous article: in most cases, errors in math calculus, inappropriate

assumptions, make the whole work collapse at once

I non serious errors often happen. They MUST NOT put the work into question.
⇒ Always check via extensive simulations that the results are correct.

I all notations must be defined! Missing just one kills the whole reasoning!
I this SHOULD NEVER HAPPEN. Doing that more than once may ruin your career!
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Classical rejection arguments

I Work not new enough to deserve publication: majority of papers are like this:
not creative, submitted to best then worst journals for the sake of being published

I Often shows lack of knowledge of the field or, worse, voluntary production of a useless
work for the sake of writing something.

I If a work follows exactly the same steps as another one but for minor details, it is not
publishable!

I Don’t be naive: reviewers are often the same. Submitting the same work to other
journals will HARM you! (unless inappropriate journal)
⇒ Don’t waste time submitting to bad journals neither. It is no point. Only target
excellent journals/magazines.

I People often do not understand why these articles are rejected since they are correct.
⇒ Scientific honesty must be accounted for here.
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Some key advices before starting

It is difficult to write good first papers: how to start? For this, follow the rules:

I Imitate highly regarded papers (e.g. winners of best paper awards). Read a lot of
these.

I Look out for standard phrases in your field. Do not create your own
terms/abbreviations.

I Read the “Instructions to Authors”.
I And of course follow the advice of this class!

Most importantly, set your mind to communicate a message, efficiently:
I this message is unique and clear
I “talk” to your readers (not to yourself!) by placing yourself in their heads.

Prepare for a two-level reading:
I the article should visually and clearly display all important information at once!

(before reading!)
I main sections, figures and theorems and well-identified (they catch the eye!)
I main figures and theorems are self-explanatory (no need to repeatedly jump around

the document, turn pages, etc.)

I second-level reading: detailed organization is clear, well sectioned, using clear
“environments”.
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The IMRAD format

“Introduction, Method, Results, And Discussion”

All papers/conference articles/talk/PhD manuscript/PhD defense should follow the
IMRAD format:
I Introduction:

1. Raise a problematic, create a context / Alternatively attack directly with the object of
interest and the result (especially talks).

2. State-of-the-art, and position of your work with respect to it.
−→ Make efficient use of Google Scholar/arXiv!

3. Introduction of the results, in simplified but clear textual form if it demands too much
notations and tools.

4. Outline of the remainder of the work.

I Method:
1. Introduction of the system/environment under consideration (sometimes called System

model instead)
2. Description of the methods being used (math techniques, simulation protocol). Be

exhaustive, rigorous and clear.

I Results:
1. Presentation of the results with (sketches of) proofs if needed
2. Visual tables and plots that support the results (or used to deduce them)

→ Results may be introduced in a separate “Main Results” section prior to the methods,
especially in math papers. This avoids the main result to be found on page 53 and helps the
reader to know where the paper is getting at.
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4. Outline of the remainder of the work.

I Method:
1. Introduction of the system/environment under consideration (sometimes called System

model instead)
2. Description of the methods being used (math techniques, simulation protocol). Be

exhaustive, rigorous and clear.

I Results:
1. Presentation of the results with (sketches of) proofs if needed

2. Visual tables and plots that support the results (or used to deduce them)

→ Results may be introduced in a separate “Main Results” section prior to the methods,
especially in math papers. This avoids the main result to be found on page 53 and helps the
reader to know where the paper is getting at.
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The IMRAD format (2)

“Introduction, Method, Results, And Discussion”

I Discussion:

1. Interpret the results, don’t READ them!.
⇒ This is often not done in papers and leads to botched work!

2. Discuss the consequences for science, the new doors this opens, etc.
⇒ This part may alone justify your work and the continuation of it!

I Conclusion:
1. Restate the main results and the consequences of the discussion
⇒ The conclusion should mirror the introduction but targeting the (now) aware reader.
⇒ It is NOT a rewritten abstract!

2. Open up the topic to future work.

→ Strong advice: join it to discussion in a “Discussion and conclusions” section.

I Appendices:
1. Introduce all large, non-essential in the text, proofs or sets of data/graphs.
2. If necessary, additional lemmas and important results from other papers should be

introduced.
3. If necessary, a short tutorial on techniques/tools being used.

I References:
1. list of all papers USED in the text
⇒ Do not cite external sources not called in the text.
⇒ Alphabetical ordering or appearance ordering.
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Preparing the title

The title may be read by hundreds of people!

I difficult trade-off between short-and-simple and long-and-exhaustive:
I the title must exhibit the originality of the paper
I correctly choose the words that people want to see to uniquely identify the paper
I short titles have a tutorial look

I fancy titles may give you an award, or may kill you
I if the paper is original, it can make big noise (e.g., a popular game theory article: “Taking

a shower in a youth hostel”, a popular information theory article “Writing on dirty paper”)
I if the paper is weak, it will sound pretentious
I be careful when using over-statements: “a new paradigm”, “a revolutionary framework”,

etc.
I choose appropriate wording

I avoid common uninformative/waste words, e.g. “use”: never use use
I avoid all possible confusions, e.g. “ECG of a monkey using . . . ” (who uses what?), “Data

Augmentation for Speech Recognition for Under-resourced Languages” (two targets?)
I use natural keywords!
⇒ Some important information (e.g. practical application of the main math result) may
never be spotted in search engines.
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Preparing the abstract

The abstract will decide if the reader keeps on reading or not.

I Concise version of the “MRD” part of the IMRAD format
I Summarize the model under consideration, possibly the tools being used, and the

results!
I Keep sentences short: subject + verb + complement.
I Often requested to be in passive form (“It is proved that” instead of “We prove

that”).
I Make the abstract size short but proportional to paper size.
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Taking care of references

History and references place your work in the appropriate box.

I References and state-of-the-art position your work:
I State-of-the-art section should consistently lead to your model and findings
I Sequentially go from the origins with basic models to today’s position of the problem
I For long papers, scan much larger than the direct stream leading to your model
I A well-explored history of the subject avoids dangerous oblivions
I Always explore references in referenced papers!
I Always explore papers that reference the papers you reference!

I Be consistent with article size
I 5 page-paper: 5-10 references
I 10-20 page-paper: 25-50 references
I Tutorial size paper: 100-200 references
I Book size: 500-1000 references

I Researchers are very sensitive to references:
I recall that H-index is the international evaluation of a researcher
I references acknowledge the work of people before you
I avoid open criticism of bad articles (do not reference them!)
I avoid criticism of old articles (your ideas often come from a modern look at them)
I make an exhaustive analysis of the literature in order not to miss any actors
I when not referencing an article, make sure the paper excludes it naturally (reviewers

may be annoyed by that)
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Presenting results
Many readers will jump to main theorems and graphical results immediately

I Make results visible
I When long introductions are needed: make sure the main results don’t get lost
I Mention the results in simple form in the introduction and make them visible (e.g., in a

list following “Our main contributions are: ...”)
I Consider a “Main Results” section after model introduction
I Make the results self-contained

I Notations found close-by
I Assumptions mentioned in AS.x blocks close-by

I Choose the best representation for the results
I Don’t overcharge graphs
I Tables may be sometimes preferred (when only few data)
I Avoid the temptation of cleansing noisy curves
I Make graph/table layout consistent with the paper, e.g. avoid Matlab graphs in TeX!
I Ensure the graph/table is self-explainable (caption, legend, etc.)

I Make sure results are reproducible!
I Missing data is the worst!
I Avoid graphs relying on single realization of a random variable
I When using randomness, show averages, error bars, justified by laws of large numbers
I Codes must be linked or included
⇒ In large simulation-based research, danger lies in unverifiable huge codes!

I Don’t enforce good results, be honest
I Avoid showing only corner case scenarios, this will be spotted!
I Don’t hide alternative techniques that work better.
I Sometimes, papers justifying that a technique is bad are good papers.
I Often, plots are a support for proven results. They don’t stand themselves as proofs.
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I Choose the best representation for the results
I Don’t overcharge graphs
I Tables may be sometimes preferred (when only few data)
I Avoid the temptation of cleansing noisy curves
I Make graph/table layout consistent with the paper, e.g. avoid Matlab graphs in TeX!
I Ensure the graph/table is self-explainable (caption, legend, etc.)

I Make sure results are reproducible!
I Missing data is the worst!
I Avoid graphs relying on single realization of a random variable
I When using randomness, show averages, error bars, justified by laws of large numbers
I Codes must be linked or included
⇒ In large simulation-based research, danger lies in unverifiable huge codes!

I Don’t enforce good results, be honest
I Avoid showing only corner case scenarios, this will be spotted!
I Don’t hide alternative techniques that work better.
I Sometimes, papers justifying that a technique is bad are good papers.
I Often, plots are a support for proven results. They don’t stand themselves as proofs.
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Question every table with large number of zeros

Temp [°C] Growth in 48 h [mm]

-50 0
-40 0
-30 0
-20 0
-10 0
0 0

10 0
20 7
30 8
40 1
50 0
60 0
70 0
80 0
90 0

100 0

Table: Effect of temperature on growth of oak seedlings



Not all numerical data must be put in a table

Temp [°C] No. of expt Aeration of growth medium Growth

24 5 + 78
24 5 - 0

Table: Effect of aeration on growth of Streptomyces coelicolor

Nocillin K Penicillin

5/35 (14) 9/34 (26)

Table: Bacteriological failure rates



When to use tables?

I If repetitive data must be presented
I If few determinations⇒ data in text
I Put table (column) into words if reasonable
I Question every table with large number of zeros
I Give only significant data



Good Table

Parameters for downlink transmission scheme

Bandwidth [MHz] fS [MHz] FFT size # occupied SC

2.5 3.84 256 151
5.0 7.68 512 301

10.0 15.36 1024 601
15.0 23.04 1536 901
20.0 30.72 2048 1201

Table: Parameters for downlink transmission scheme



How to arrange tabular material

I Like elements should read down not across
I Words in a column are lined up left
I Number lined up right (or at decimal point)
I Vertical rules are normally not used
I Avoid double rules
I Avoid exponents in table headings
I Follow the journal’s instructions



How to design effective graphs (1)

When to use a graph
If data shows pronounced trends

I Each graph should be as simple as possible
⇒ too much information confuses and discourages the reader

I Group graphs together if they are most meaningful displayed together
I Graph and paper should function as a set
I Use same font and size as in text
I Don’t extend the axes beyond of what the graph demands
I Ensure self-containedness of graphs/caption for first reading pass!
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How to design effective graphs (2)

Symbols and legend
I Use standard symbols ◦ 4 � • N �
I Use different symbols or different types of connecting line (e.g. dashed, dotted,

etc.)
I Don’t use only colors to distinguish curves
⇒ not visible when printed black&white

I Use appropriate line width, size

I Ensure consistency of display with the rest of the document!
I Don’t shrink/distort images, don’t make ugly low-resolution copy-paste!
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Example: Bad Graph

Figure: BER vs. SNR, BPSK, AWGN



Example: Good Graph
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Keep scientific papers scientific

I Stick to technical English
I scientific papers are not literary essays
I on the opposite, don’t use jargon or oral sentences
I either passive voice or “we”, not “I”, even if single author

⇒ in fact, even avoid “we” which is not common in English (We observe. . .⇒ It is
seen. . . / Fig X shows . . . ).

I Absolutely avoid verbiage and paraphrasing
I “It is clearly shown in Figure 1 that . . . ” → “Figure 1 shows that . . . ”.
I Figures and tables content must be explained, not repeated in text

I Stick to usual paper rules
I figures, tables are referenced, not given “below” or “on the next page”.
I only number what is referenced (unless for peer-review)
I etc.
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Some further advice

I Abbreviations:
I Use only standard abbreviations
I Avoid creating your own! It confuses the reader.
I New abbreviations only for new named schemes that go throughout the article (only 1 or

2)

I Names on the paper:
I In most math articles, alphabetical order is preferred
I Otherwise, order with percentages of contribution (from most to least)
I Don’t add people who almost did not contribute!
⇒ Protect yourself from “politically correct” addition of fake authors
→ combat hierarchical authority on ethical grounds

I Paper size:
I Most papers are the pinnacle of months of work, so it is tempting to overwrite them
I Keep the paper efficient: clear and simple so to convey the information fast and reliably
I Respect page limitations: journals adapt themselves to most practical format
I Readers won’t read too long articles
I When proofs are long and little informative for the contribution, keep them in appendices
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A word on editing: use LateX!

For all scientific editing, learn to use LateX !

Basics of LateX:
I it is a programmation language with tons of automation features, initially

designed for math edition

I you need the latex compiler: (and possibly extra packages)
I under Windows: MikTex
I under Linux: texlive

I you then need an editor:
I notepad++, vi, emacs can be used; preferrably use dedicated editors!
I for Windows: Teknicenter, Texmaker, etc.
I for Linux: Kile, emacs (with latex plugin), im (with latex plugin)

I the online alternative with simultaneous user editing and auto-compiling:
I Overleaf (multiple features, easy for beginners)
I Plmlatex (governmental, secured)
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A word on editing: use LateX!

Making it work:
I Latex creates automatically your document environment, structure, syntax,

typeface, sectioning, etc.: don’t “fiddle” with LateX, let it do its job!

I Documentclasses: first line is always ‘\documentclass{TheClass}’
I for articles: article, IEEEarticle, etc.
I for presentations: beamer, poster, beamerposter, etc.
I others: letter, book, etc.

I Two working modes: text mode (to type in text) and math mode for equations!

∞∑
n=0

1
n2

=
π2

6
.

I Automatic treatment of references/cross-references and sectioning:
I table of contents automated with \section, \subsection, (\chapter), etc.
I every equation, figure, table, etc., referenced using \label and \ref (or \eqref)

I Important extra packages:
I insert new features/modules with \usepackage{ThePackage}
I for plots/graphs: use pgfplots (fully latex compliant), don’t copy-paste Matlab/Python

output!
I for drawings: use tikz
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Strategies for scientific writing
How to write a conference article



The objectives of a conference

Conferences are needed for sharing your work, advertising it, making it simple and
clear

I Conveying the information on your work:
I These communications are ALL about conveying a message, not “publishing a paper”
I Prepare the talk/article for the audience, not to show off
I Bad presentations/ill-written papers can kill you
I Good presentations/simple-and-clear papers are usually well-received even by people

not attending/having read them!

I Networking:
I Conferences are a place to meet people from your area
I Make the effort to enroll in the community, it helps for the future!
I A conference is useful if 1 or 2 talks are useful for you.
⇒ Highly ranked conferences help your career but rarely help science
⇒ Small dedicated workshops often bring way more information and delineate your
topic environment

I Opening your mind to other subjects:
I Often tutorials are there to discover new topics
I Some conferences privilege very new contributions, even missing target
I Often, the papers of interest to you were available online 6 months before.
⇒ To keep in mind for your own presentations!
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Writing a conference article

A conference article conveys practical information in a few pages

I Short in content (can be 4-5 page long).
⇒ Don’t present too many things. Stick to essential results
I Only sketches of proofs for important theorems
I Make a link to the long version of the article
I Simplify the assumptions to simplify the explanations
I Make the contribution visual and simple

I Shorten sections to a minimum
I Abstract should not exceed five lines: one sentence for context, results, (tools),

interpretation.
I Short conclusion (keep it since reviewers will jump to it)
I Only fundamental references should stay (direct stream from history to your work), max.

10 refs.
I When result is a single theorem, make a pedagogical explanation of the proof.
I Keep only important graphs/tables (2 or 3 max.)

I At the same time, avoid papers looking like unsupported claims
I Be convincing
I Be pedagogical (at a researcher level of course!)
⇒ Many people use short papers as an entry-door to a new topic
→ Prefer sketches of proofs instead of full proofs, simplify the hypotheses, keep
notations short.

I Carefully read the conference instructions.
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Problems with conference paper

Even “best” scientific conferences are plagued by quantities of bad papers, awful
reviews, and bad science level

I In industrial sectors, there is more researchers than topics!
⇒ Conference papers are badly filtered and most papers are bad.

I You need to know how to make a difference! Make the paper interesting so that at
least reviewers do read them!

I As a PhD student, do not waste time on a conference paper: they barely count in
your reference list.
→ Only use conferences for communications, not as a means for publication.
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Strategies for scientific writing
How to write a journal article



Choosing the appropriate journal

The point of journal papers is to help science, not to grow your CV list.

Criteria to be remembered:
I Journals have a preferred orientation and audience.
⇒ Do not force into a journal only based on impact factor: you won’t be cited.

I In same area, journals are ranked by impact factors.
⇒ If your article is not worth the best journals, maybe it’s not worth publishing

I Do not force a paper to be published by jumping from journal to journal.
→ Reviewers are often the same and you get a bad reputation
→ A bad paper is a bad paper, you need to change it!
⇒ Never feel in a hurry to publish! Your career may be at stake!

I Page length may be a critical factor depending on your contribution.
⇒ Problem with theoretical contributions: few journals allow 50-page proofs.

When the journal is selected:
I abide by the redaction rules.
→ See the instructions for authors.

I even if not requested on submission, adapt to the journal final layout
⇒ Typesetters may make the paper unreadable.
→ Usually, only math papers are single-column.

I be prepared to adapt the scientific “jargon” to the community of interest.
I if not exactly your field, do not miss essential references from this community.
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Instructions for journal papers

Journal papers must justify of a step forward for science.

I State-of-the-art section: be exhaustive in references surrounding your work.
→ Readers may jump at reference list to see who did what before you.
→ Readers are in your area, so they expect to be cited, especially when justified!

I Originality: show and justify a natural progression from past work to your work
and that something new is being said.
⇒ Avoid unjustified ε-alterations of previous work
→ This does not help science, nor does it help you and how people see your work!

I Accuracy: the work cannot be flawed! Everything needs to be justified on solid
grounds.
⇒ If relying on mathematical grounds, don’t try to dodge a difficulty, (i) this will be
spotted! and (ii) this is not the point!
(medal Field winner C. Villani got his “winning paper” rejected at first for not
pushing far enough!)
→ Accuracy must hold down to the notations. A non-introduced variable suffices
for rejection.

I Efficiency: keep the content simple and clear (but well commented), not long for
the sake of writing a “real” contribution
→ Even a work of 2 years does not justify to be overly written.
⇒ Do not try to reach the page limit, this is a stupid idea!
→ More information is often too much information.
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The IMRAD format

Specifics of the IMRAD format in journal papers:
I Title: Precise with appropriate keywords (people look for papers on the internet)
I Abstract: Can be much longer than in short papers. More details are allowed.

I Introduction:
I Deep importance of the references and state-of-the-art.
→ A voluntarily ignored reference can cause trouble.

I Motivate your work accurately by confrontation of your model (and/or new results) to
other references.

I Introduce generic notations (math symbols, etc.)
→ Don’t assume people understand what you mean!

I Methods and Results:
I Model must be comprehensive and as general as possible
→ Do not particularize too much a work of theoretical research!
→ Do not miss or hide any of your hypotheses: the whole result might collapse.

I Results to be shown must be well-chosen
→ Don’t be tempted to draw 10 figures, this is usually pointless.

I Don’t evade into other topics / Don’t unnecessarily multiply sections
⇒ Avoid an outline of the type: from particular to general results in 3 sections!

I Discussion and Conclusion:
I Make it efficient. Smart unequivocal comments.
→ Fight against painful philosophical or empty discussions!
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A note on article revisions
Reviewers are not your ennemies!
I we’re often unhappy to be asked to dramatically change article
⇒ You mindset must be: if they did not understand, it must be my fault.

I see the “big picture” in the collective reviewers’ remarks: unanymous concerns
must be addressed in priority.

I reviewers are your best allies as “external” readers: talk to them! (in your answers
and in the updated paper)

Ground rules for paper updating:
I always maintain article/main message consistency
⇒ do not blindly apply reviewers’ demands

I DANGER: addition/deletion of content can “break” the story, the paper flow! To do
with extreme care!

I Additions/deletions can break cross-referencing within the paper (e.g., add a
discussion including a notion/notation not yet defined).

Organizing the answers to the reviewers:
I Always thank the reviewers for their work (remember they do it for free!)
I first provide an answer to all reviewers: big updates in a coherent fashion
I then individual point-to-point answers.
I IMPORTANT: every answer must be reflected by updates in the paper!
⇒ Do not only talk to the reviewers, adapt the paper accordingly!
⇒ Do not discard comments as irrelevant! This will annoy reviewers: if they did
not understand, there must be a reason (could just be text organization; easy to
miss a point).
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Strategies for scientific writing
How to write the PhD thesis



The philosophy behind

These works are barely reviewed: you can express yourself at will

Best exercise from a researcher’s approach:
I A thesis not only reflects your work but also your understanding/take of the area.
I A 2 year-long exercise:

I after 1 year of PhD, you should already think about it
→ Develop your own grasp on the topic
→ Pose the overall problematics, from tools down to application, and through philosophy
of science (why is it useful what I do?).

I Unique exercise that makes your whole work consistent.
⇒ Although allowed, a thesis report made of a collection of papers is a sad end to
3 years of science!
→ Even if the work is partly scattered, a good PhD thesis has a streamline.

I Use this opportunity to reflect on your work, your take on and desires in
research.

I A PhD thesis should be pedagogical but making science progress.
⇒ The difficulty lies in explaining difficult results in a simple manner.

I 100-200 pages should not be seen as “a long document”
⇒ You need to have to say much more than that! Otherwise, something is wrong.
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The rules when writing a PhD thesis

I No real page limitation: 50 pages is a strict minimum, 300 pages is too long.

I In France:
I Should be written in French, but English with extended abstract in French (∼ 30–50

pages) is allowed
⇒ Supposedly protecting French research, although not clear why.

I Must be completed and submitted around 2–3 months before the defense
I Reviewed by two people from the defense jury.
⇒ The more renown these people the better your appreciations but the more dangerous
too!

I Format: Format is free but usually follows these rules
I Long introduction to context and tools
⇒ Good opportunity for philosophical considerations!
⇒ Use this section as a tutorial on the techniques developed.
⇒ Model should be general enough to cover every subsection of the work.

I Introduction and discussion of the main results and references of own publications.
⇒ These sections can be those written in French.

I Results given in separate sections.
⇒ Usually based on copy-paste of publications
⇒ Resist pure copy-paste! Make notations consistent
⇒ Especially work deeply on the transitions.

I Acknowledgment page: usually placed at the beginning of the work.
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The organisation of the PhD thesis

I One-page summary in French and in English: Provides the outline of the
thesis. Should stress the coherence of the work.

I Extended abstract or Introduction in French: About 30–50 pages; gives:
I either an extended abstract of the thesis: summarizes the results, contributions in a

monolithic part. Helps a lot to enforce the coherence and transitions of the work.
I either the introduction: puts the work into perspective, introduces state of the art and

contributions.
⇒ Not the advised approach as one needs to be French to read the whole thesis!

I Chapters: Large chapters dividing the work into:
I introduction: if not done in French already, state-of-the-art, your work in a neat

progression, outline of the thesis.
→ This is where you defend that you contributed to science!

I methods/tools: introduce the tools, if not standard (e.g. game theory/optimization
techniques. . . ).
→ Be pedagogical but also super rigorous!

I separate chapters: mostly based on your main contributions (2 to 3 only).
I system model studied in the whole work should be identified. Don’t repeat the model in each

chapter.
I avoid pure copy-paste of journal papers. If you do, align notations!
I be careful with gradation in the chapters’ interest/difficulty: ensure first that the outline is

coherent.
I 2 contributions if about 50 pages each / 3 contributions if about 30 pages each / no more than 3.

I conclusion / perspective: Recollects the overall contribution / gives an opening to your
work

I don’t spoil this section which proves you understand your field: this is the best testimony
of your real expertise!

I opening should be smart/dedicated to your work only. Overall opening translates lack of
autonomy.
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I conclusion / perspective: Recollects the overall contribution / gives an opening to your
work

I don’t spoil this section which proves you understand your field: this is the best testimony
of your real expertise!

I opening should be smart/dedicated to your work only. Overall opening translates lack of
autonomy.



The organisation of the PhD thesis
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Strategies for scientific writing
How to design slides



Overall information about seminar/conference/workgroup presentations

I In most cases, 15–20min long
I No more than 1 slide per minute
I Focus on what’s essential
I Sometimes, you may have to introduce the field in 15min and talk about your

contribution in 2min.

I In all-day (all-week) conferences, not all people came to listen to you / know about
the topic
I Make the presentation lively so to broaden your audience
I Keep it always simple: people will refer to the paper if interested

I Most presentations in large conferences are very bad
I Making a good presentation makes a huge difference!
I People will talk to other people about your presentation if it’s good

I Good and bad presentations:
I A bad presentation in front of people in your field can ruin your career!
I A good presentation, even in front of 3 people, is always beneficial.
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Objectives of a presentation

I Ultimate goal is to convey information about your work
I make sure the slides are simple, clear
I remove all unnecessary information for overall understanding

I Convince people from your field of the worthiness of your work
I you need to keep in contact with the community
I simultaneously, beware of conflicts of interest!

I Convince the whole community of your strengths
I the community is small (everybody knows everybody else): people off your field will talk

about your presentation
I keep in mind that you need to find a position after your PhD: your presentations are

building your career!
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Preparing the slides
General rules:
I Keep always in mind to be simple and clear:

I Little content in each slide
I Few slides (maximum 1/min)
I No complete sentence, just few words, no verb
I Constantly use bullet points
I Make the slideshow dynamic so to show only what you want
→ No 10-curve figure, or only displayed iteratively

I Slides are a support for the talk, not the written version of it
I reading or repeating what’s in the slides is bad!
I keep only the keywords/catchphrases and illustrations
⇒ People should listen to you, not read your slides!

I prepare the slides in anticipation of the talk

Specific preparation:
I Be very pedagogical on system model/what you want to do

I use at least 2min at the beginning for a “marketing slide 0”
⇒ Grab people’s attention by exciting slide 0, so they stick with you all along!
→With one talk/15min, you need to get people’s attention
⇒Worst case people have no clue what you say during 15min! This happens quite
often!!

I explanatory figures/simple equations are welcome
I State-of-the-art must be well done

I Make clear what has been done before, what’s new here
→ Most people in the audience don’t know the topic.

I Correctly reference prior work
→ People in the room may work on the topic: they want to see their names!
⇒Worst case: you show off on a subject already covered by someone in the room!
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Preparing the slides

Specific preparation:
I Keep the talk/slides didactic

I Discard all unnecessary details so not to loose track of what’s important
I Always recall again and again important points

I people will forget what was said 2 slides before
I if the model is too complicated, no one will follow

I Stress the important points (red markers, specific boxes)
I Use clear environments (distinguish examples / theorems / independent items)

I Conclusion is often done but not so necessary (after 15min, everyone should
remember what you said!)

I Opening / discussion of technical problems to be solved is important
I a new proof approach is often what will be reused after you
I people in your field must feel there is some grain to grind
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Before the presentation: Checklist

I Rehearse your presentation beforehand
I Know at least your slides’ content
I Don’t rehearse too much to gain make it feel natural
→ Over-preparation and stress are visible and annoying

I Check that your slides are functioning properly
I Get to the hall ahead of the audience
I Make sure the projector is working
I Assure that your slides project
I Check the lights
I Check the microphone if you use one
I Check that pens/chalks are available if board is needed



When comes the presentation

→ How to combat stage fright:
I Prepare so you feel confident
I Do not prepare too much so you feel obsessed
I Dissipate nervous energy e.g. take walk, exercises etc.
I Beware of too much caffeine, food or water

→ How to act during the presentation:
I Obviously, don’t read notes!
I Too many ideas too quickly presented will be confusing
I Stick to most important points or results
I Don’t proceed too fast, especially at beginning
I Fit the allotted time slot (plan 9 min or 9.5 min if you have 10 min)
I Speak very clearly and avoid speaking quickly
I Look at the audience, get constant feedback and adapt to it!
I Show interest in your subject
I Avoid habits that might be distracting
I Beware of the “crazy pointer” behavior: slow and restricted use of it, use your

hands instead!
⇒ Crazy pointers are very stressful, even painful!
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Q&A period

I Irrelevant questions:
I Deflect the discussion to something related you want to talk about.

(e.g.:That’s an interesting question, but a more immediate concern to us was...)
I Offer to talk later

I If you lack the answer
I Admit that you don’t know (do not panic)
I Sometimes people ask to check that you know
→ Don’t make up a wrong answer.

I Offer to provide the answer later
I Say how to find the answer
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Videoconferencing

Since Covid-19’s crisis, most talks are now remote

I The new parameters:
I No eye contact, no visual feedback
I Worse, listeners easily distractible!

I The solutions/adaptations:
I “slide 0” is fundamental (we assume people stay at least 2min!)
I insist on all attention-grabbing tricks:

I take it even slower,
I change tone,
I repeat, insist even more,
I scream in your mic if needed,
I make jokes, even to yourself!

I smart use of pointer and underliner:
I use underlining tool
I if available, use digital pen and mark your slides!
I be very slow and precise with the mouse
⇒ Nothing’s more annoying than a crazy pointer/mouse!
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Strategies for scientific writing
How to make a poster



Preparing the Poster

I Guidelines:
I Follow IMRAD format
I Use very little text
⇒ most space for illustrations

I Clear statement of purpose (abstract) at beginning, in bulleted points, not in sentences
⇒ people will read that part from afar, so make it clear!

I Major part are the results
I Brief discussion or conclusion (bulleted short sentences)

I Detailed content:
I Short attention-grabbing title
I Choose appropriate typeface
I Use bulleted and numbered lists
I Should be self-explanatory
I Lots of white space is important
I Guide the viewer (what to look at first, second, ...)
I Poster should contain highlights
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Presenting the Poster

I Don’t stay idle in front of the poster
I Grab people passing by
I Show willingness to present your work to others.

I Handling multiple listeners:
I Listeners will come successively: explain to the newcomers you will start again in a few

minutes
I Don’t jump from listener to listener: keep the flow of your talk
I Don’t accelerate the pace to move to the next listener: it ruins the presentation for

everyone

I The t0-trick: how to get your first visitor?
→ present your talk to a colleague, other people will be less shy! (do you go to the
empty restaurant or the animated one?)

I Show readiness to answer questions
I Take advantage of the chance for feedback/network
I Consider handouts with more details
I Have some copies of your paper or related research
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Strategies for scientific writing
The PhD defense



Around the defense

I The usual procedure:
I 2-3 months before the defense: thesis report sent to reviewers
I 1 month before the defense: reviewers send their reports with change suggestions
I 15 days before the defense: announcement of the defense is made
I D-Day of the defense: 45min presentation + unlimited Q&A session
I After the defense: few weeks to hand over the final thesis version (not reviewed)
I After all this: diploma delivered

I Specifics of the PhD defense:
I 5 to 7 jury members, among which 2 reviewers (chosen by PhD advisor and validated by

school)
I the 2 reviewers receive the manuscript in advance and evaluate it, write a report
I 45min presentation is not interrupted and must fit in time
I during Q&A, only jury members ask questions
I after all this, the jury deliberate and write the report
I PhD applicant is made aware of the jury deliberation
I since 2012, there is no grade anymore

⇒ Do attend PhD defenses to learn about the process AND to learn about new fields
(if well done which is rare!)
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Preparing the defense

The objective is to show your pedagogical skills and your mastering the topic.

I The presentation is “only” 45min
I the objective is to give an overview of your work
I justify that you handle the topic/have original results/add value to state-of-the-art
I demonstrate your ability to explain difficult things in simple words
I avoid getting too far into proof details: not the point

I To rehearse or not to rehearse
I the defense is the epitome of your PhD time: make sure you enjoy it!
I but it must follow some rules: make sure it fits in time and that the talk is smooth
I ⇒ Prepare so to fulfill the constraint, but don’t over-prepare!! Everybody will know you

did and this is a nightmare to listen to!
I most PhD defenses are wasted because of stress and over-preparation
I the applicants seem not to be aware of the objective of the defense
I −→ remember that the jury read your thesis already, so they judged the work!

Now they judge YOU.

I Most likely, you will have a large audience
I use the audience as a gauge for your talk (if they are lost, this is bad!)
I convey a message clear to everybody: jury + audience.
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Content of the PhD defense

−→ The presentation
I Make the problem statement clear and present properly what you will do:

I take your time on this, and explain the difficulties clearly and how you addressed them
I often, people skip this part to enter the real matter
⇒ This may loose the whole audience at once!

I Only discuss two or three studies if you have many:
I keep the most important contributions only
I make sure they fit in a consistent framework

I make the gradation correct (not necessarily from weakest to best result)
I Worst case: presenting two totally distinct sets of results (it happens too often!)

I Make very clear that you help science and you know what you’re doing
I the goal is not only to show you have good results but you can place them into a context
I you must justify your position as a world leading expert in your research area
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Content of the PhD defense (2)

−→ The Q&A session
I Be prepared for questions

I anticipate questions on the weakest points of your thesis
I usually two types of questions

I Very (overly) broad ones: they make sure you know other things than your PhD topic alone
I Precise/technical ones: these should be easy to answer: they ensure you master the tools you

use
I The killing one: “why did you do that?”, the hara-kiri answer being “because my PhD advisor told

me so”.

I It’s alright not to know things: NEVER make things up!
I inventing answers ruins your credibility
I usually gives the feeling that you have no clue what’s you’re talking about

I Don’t remain unresponsive
I either you propose a way to obtain the answer, give some hints/clues
I either, after giving it long thoughts, you admit you don’t know
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Softwares for scientific writing
Applied session of paper writing



The session

→ Mutual review,
I everyone brings an article or a draft of an article
I articles are shared and cross-reviewed:

I the objective is to apply the learnt rules
I the objective is to be very harsh

→ LateX basics,
I on computer, introduction to the basics of LateX
I basics to write conference articles / journal papers



Softwares for scientific writing
Applied session of figure drawings



The session

→ Tables,
I creating tables with LateX

→ Figures,
I getting used to PGFplots
I making Matlab and PGFplots interact

→ Block diagrams,
I getting hands on Tikz

→ Drawings,
I using Inkscape
I including LateX formulas in SVG files



Softwares for scientific writing
Slide/poster preparation



The session

→ Preparing slides,
I using LateX to prepare slides
I abide by the rules described in first sessions

→ Preparing a poster,
I using LateX to prepare a poster
I abide by the rules described in first sessions



Softwares for scientific writing
Slide/poster presentation



The session

→ Presentation of posters and slides
I posters will be presented in a competitive/real-life situation
I slides will be presented in a PhD-defense type with jury and Q&A



The 12-point checklist
• For all communications:

1. the message is unique, clear, and well conveyed
2. the objective/motivation (problem statement with a progression from history,

through state-of-the-art, to the “before and after this work”) is crystal-clear
3. the presentation is smartly structured according to the IMRAD format

•Written communications:
1. two-level reading: first quick scan must tell the main story (clear environments,

self-contained figures) / full scan must be exhaustive, reproducible, with no errors
2. paper is self-contained, browsing is easy, all notations are defined and “simple”
3. main results/visuals are smartly interpreted, not just described
4. the conclusion is a smart opening with new questions, convincing continuation

beyond the work: not a copy-pasted abstract!
5. no error in syntax, grammar, spelling; appropriate language

• Oral communications:
1. 2-min on first slide with only one “comprehensive” image
2. minimal content on slides (no sentences, clear emphases, etc.)
3. repeat again and again, browse back, use the audience visual feedback (adapt

dynamically if you see your audience lost)
4. never read notes or the slides: the slides support the talk, but are NOT the talk

AND NO PLAGIARISM !!
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